Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam International Foundation (AKIF) was launched on 11th October 2015 in his loving memory by House of Kalam. The foundation would work to fulfil the dreams and progress the ideas of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.

The foundation would work on the following areas.

In the first year AKIF would consider programs from the above mentioned areas such as
3. Promoting sustainable environment like planting more trees and clean water availability
4. On 27th July every year we would organise Dr. Kalam Memorial lecture by eminent people.

There are many eminent people across the globe who were inspired by Dr. Kalam but only few got to work with him closely. Those who worked with Dr. Kalam shared a unique knowledge bond which AKIF would honour and appreciate in this journey. We will explore partnership with Central Government, State Government, Like minded NGOs and corporates and donors.

Contact:
APJ Mohamed Muthu Meera Lebai Marakayar
Elder Brother of Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
11th President Of India Residence , House Of Kalam
Rameswaram -623526, Ramanathapuram Dist, Tamilnadu ,India
Phone : 04573 – 221365, Email : contact@houseofkalam.org